CCS Inc. Opens New Subsidiary in Thailand to Strengthen Overseas
Customer Support
Bangkok, Thailand, 11 January 2019 – CCS Inc. (CCS, Japan; President ‐ Hiroyuki Onishi), the world’s
leading manufacturer of LED lighting in machine vision image processing, is pleased to announce that
its representative office in Bangkok, Thailand, is now CCS MV, a subsidiary under CCS Asia (Singapore)
as of 14 January 2019.
CCS opened a representative office in Thailand under its consolidated subsidiary CCS Asia in 2011,
building and expanding its support base for customers on many projects, notably for automotive,
electronics and semiconductor manufacturers in Thailand and Vietnam.
The new subsidiary aims to provide faster response to customers and more robust support capability. It
will also allow for transactions in local currency and reduce the inconveniences of import procedures.
The CCS MV office space is over twice as large as before, with an expanded laboratory to suit local
needs. In addition to many of our standard LED lighting products, the laboratory boasts a large
selection of cameras and lenses used in the inspection from various manufacturers. Furthermore, it is
equipped with line sensors and area sensors, and it is also possible to conduct testing according to the
speed of the customer's production line.
By combining various equipment for image processing applications and over 20 years of industry
knowledge, CCS can propose the optimal inspection environment for our customers.
CCS will continue to expand its facilities in Japan and overseas to establish itself as a vendor of essential
solutions that helps manufacturing companies worldwide see what needs to be seen.

Overview
Company Name: CCS MV (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Opening Date: 14 January 2019
Location: 349 SJ Infinite I Business Complex, 16th Floor, Unit 1607,
Vibhavadi‐rangsit Road, Kwaeng Chompol, Khet Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900 Thailand
Number of Employees: 5
About CCS
CCS Inc. is the global leader in LED lighting for machine vision applications, pioneering advances in
Illumination and Photonics products and technologies. CCS offers a comprehensive range of machine
vision lighting solutions: high‐precision area and line scan illumination with special functions and
intelligent lighting as well as plug & play lighting solutions.
Headquartered in Kyoto, Japan, CCS has over 25 years of experience in illumination and 15 locations
worldwide. CCS manufactures the highest quality, largest selection of standard and custom products in
the industry – providing the optimal lighting solution for customer applications.
For more information, please do not hesitate to contact us or visit our website at www.ccs‐grp.com.
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